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       My dream is to have a house on the beach, even just a little shack
somewhere so I can wake up, have coffee, look at dolphins, be quiet
and breathe the air. 
~Christina Applegate

I'm going to have cute boobs 'til I'm 90, so there's that. I'll have the best
boobs in the nursing home. I'll be the envy of all the ladies around the
bridge table. 
~Christina Applegate

If you're too in your head and you're not in the moment, life passes you
by. 
~Christina Applegate

I've been vegetarian for so long now that I don't remember anything
different, so it's easy for me to put meals together and make sure my
family is eating healthy, too. 
~Christina Applegate

Take no moment for granted. 
~Christina Applegate

I think maintaining relationships with my friends, my mother, my
manager, they're all important. 
~Christina Applegate

Thought is creative. Be mindful of where your attention is, because the
universe doesn't know the difference. It only knows where your focus is.
Life will surely manifest where you put that attention. 
~Christina Applegate

I laughed more in the hospital than  I ever have in my life, making fun of
all the weird things that were happening to me. 
~Christina Applegate
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The person who I have my child with is going to be the right person. 
~Christina Applegate

I wasn't one to go out and buy a new car and stereo system and
expensive clothes. My mom helped keep me grounded. 
~Christina Applegate

I was just shaking and then also immediately, I had to go into
'take-care-of-business-mode' which included a change to a more
healthy diet. 
~Christina Applegate

Sometimes, you know, I cry. And sometimes I scream. And I get really
angry. And I get really upset, you know, into wallowing in self-pity
sometimes. And I think that it's all part of the healing. 
~Christina Applegate

The holidays are also a time when people freak out about their
finances. If you don't want to spend the money, why not try some of the
other options instead of killing a bunch of animals? 
~Christina Applegate

Sometimes I stand there going, 'I'm not doing any of this right!' And
then I get this big man belch out of her, and I go, 'Ah, we accomplished
this together.' 
~Christina Applegate

But men and women, getting along, it's a joke. We have completely
different brains, it's a completely different thing. 
~Christina Applegate

How do you survive Christmas? You drink a lot. And drink a lot, right.
Drink a lot and drink a lot. 
~Christina Applegate
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I don't want to raise a child by myself. I could do it. But I definitely don't
want to. I want to be a mother who has the original father there. 
~Christina Applegate

I love Christmas. I really do love Christmas. I love being with my family
and I love snow. I love the music and the lights and all of it. 
~Christina Applegate

Every single kid in my group of friends at school was from a
single-parent family. 
~Christina Applegate

There is something about laughter that can take away all the darkness. 
~Christina Applegate

I've always tried to be pretty healthy, eating well and exercising
regularly. I definitely give myself treats. 
~Christina Applegate

Hearing my daughter laugh is the best way to lift my spirit. 
~Christina Applegate

Comedy can be very freeing. Laughter truly is the best medicine. 
~Christina Applegate

I have such respect for women who go through pregnancy multiple
times. I thought it was beautiful being pregnant. The aftermath is brutal.

~Christina Applegate
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